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Observation™ is a card game of speed and keen observation.
Cats, dogs, aliens, robots and wild animals have all invaded the local
police station and are running amok. It will take a
sharp-eyed detective to sort out this mess.
Especially with penguins adding to the challenge!
Earn detective badges when you observe four of the
same type of character being played… but quick… be the first
to ring the bell to win the cards.
It’s great family fun!!!
Contents:
1 bell • 21 detective badges • 110 character cards

SETTING UP THE GAME
Place the bell in the middle of the table, within easy reach of all
players.
Give each player one detective badge (square card) and place the
rest in the centre of the table, beside the bell. Players should keep
their detective badges to one side, so that they don’t get mixed up
with their character cards.
Next, shuffle the character cards (rectangular cards) and deal out
the entire deck. It is okay if some players are dealt one extra card.
Each player places their character cards face down in a draw pile in
front of them. No peeking at the cards!
PLAYING THE GAME
All players must simultaneously flip over the top character card
from their draw pile, and place it face up into their own personal
discard pile. It’s important that all players flip over their cards at the
same time. It’s also helpful if someone says “one-two-three-flip”.
When playing with two or three players, on each turn, the players
turn over two cards and display both.
Now all players must frantically examine all the flipped character
cards and look for a set of exactly four characters from the same
category (cats, dogs, aliens, robots, or wild animals), but watch out
for the penguins! Each penguin counts as a wild card and will be
counted as one of your matching characters.
The first person to spot a set of four must quickly ring the bell and
call out the set they see. If they are correct, that player wins all the
character cards in everyone’s discard pile, and places them at the
bottom of their draw pile. That player also collects one detective
badge from the centre pile.

If the player who rang the bell first was mistaken, and there isn’t a
set of four characters, they do not win any cards and must return
one of their detective badges to the centre pile (of course, any
other player is now free to ring the bell if they see a set of four that
the first player missed). Everyone’s discard pile remains on the
table, and play continues as normal.
If the mistaken player doesn’t have any detective badges left, they
are now out of the game. This player’s discard pile remains in play,
and is won by the player who eventually wins the round. The
winner of the round also collects the cards in the eliminated
player’s draw pile. So if you don’t have any detective badges left,
think twice before you ring the bell… it’s a big penalty for a small
mistake!
There is a second way that players can be eliminated from the
game. If a player runs out of cards in their draw pile, they are out.
All of that player’s detective badges are returned to the centre pile.
However, that player’s discard pile remains in play, and is won by
the player who eventually wins the round.
Play continues until there is only one player left with character
cards, or there are no detective badges left in the centre pile.
WINNING THE GAME
If the game ends because there is only one player with character
cards, that player is the winner.
If the game ends because there are no detective badges left in the
centre pile, then play stops and all remaining players count their
detective badges. The player with the most detective badges is the
winner.

There are four cats showing. Quick… ring the bell as
fast as you can!

There are five cats showing. Be careful… don’t ring the bell.
But wait… there are four wild animals. Ring the bell fast!

While there are four cats showing, because there are
also two penguins, this is the equivalent of six cats.
Be careful… don’t ring the bell.

There are three cats and one penguin showing. This is the
equivalent of four cats showing. Quick… ring the bell as
fast as you can!

ADDITIONAL RULES

If all players agree that no set of four is there to be found, the set
of cards is replaced by placing another card on top of the original
card. The eventual winner of this round wins both sets of cards.

Wild animals

Flip your card away from you, to ensure you don’t get a sneak
peek before everyone else.
Place each new card in your discard pile carefully to ensure the
other cards below are completely covered (so other players don’t
accidentally observe previously flipped cards).
After you have flipped over your card, don’t let your hand cover
your card. Other players need to see what you flipped over.
Don’t let your hand hover over the bell to shield it from other
players. It’s annoying!

Cats

Aliens

It doesn’t matter who yells out a set first. It’s the player who rings
the bell first that wins the round.
You can call out incorrect sets as much as you like… as long as
you don’t ring the bell.

Robots

If there is more than one set of four characters, that is okay. The
first player to ring the bell and call out one of the sets is the
winner.
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